Relation of branching angles to optimality for four cost principles.
The literature has suggested that branching angles depend on some principle of optimality. Most often cited are the minimization of lumen surface, volume, power and drag. The predicted angles depend on the principle applied, chi and alpha. Assuming flow o r chi, chi can be determined from r chi 0 = r chi 1 + r chi 2 when the radii of the parent (r0) major (r1) and minor (r2) daughters are known. The term alpha = r2/r1. Using different values for chi and alpha, we present graphs for the major and minor branching angles theta 1 and theta 2 and psi = theta 1 + theta 2 for each of the four optimization principles. Because psi is almost independent of alpha for values of chi and alpha found in 198 junctions taken from a human pulmonary artery, we are able to produce a plot of psi versus chi for each of the four principles on one graph. A junction can be provisionally classified as optimizing for a given principle if, knowing chi, the psi obs - psi pred is least for that principle. We find that this nomographic classification agrees almost perfectly with a previous classification based on a more exacting measure, the percent cost index I, where I = observed cost/minimum cost. We explain why this is to be expected in most but not all cases. First we generate a contoured percent cost surface of c = I - 100 around the optimally located junction, J, and superimpose a surface of equal angular deviations a = psi pred-psi obs. We find that c increases and a usually increases with distance from J as the actual junction moves along a straight line away from J. We then produce a plot of c versus a for two competing principles. A comparison of the principles demonstrates that, for most cases, a is smaller for the principle which has the smaller c value.